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The third book in the hot new adult fantasy series readers are comparing to Ilona Andrews and

Patricia Briggs.With the sudden disappearance of Iannis, the Chief Mage, Solantha has erupted into

pandemonium. Citizens are rioting in the streets, the Mages Guild is on a misguided warpath, and

shifters and humans are fleeing the city in droves. Ridden with guilt, Sunaya defies the Mages Guild

and goes off in search of Iannis, trekking into dangerous, uncivilized territory to try and make things

right. But Sunaya&apos;s relationship with Iannis isn&apos;t the only thing at stake -- if she

doesn&apos;t find him soon, the Resistance might just succeed in plunging the Northia Federation

into a devastating and bloody civil war.Scroll up and order your copy today!Â 
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Sunaya wants to go after the Iannis Chief Mage and rescue him after his dirigible has crashed, but

the Mage Guild will no longer tolerate her presence without Iannis to back her up. Determined to

rescue him by herself without their help, and to get to him first, she enlists the help of her friends.

With the disappearance of the Chief Mage, the city has descended in chaos with the mages

rounding up the shifters, and the shifters fleeing in terror, and Sunaya can't stand to see her city in



such chaos and knows the only one who can help her city is Iannis. But where he crashed is

dangerous territory, and she must be prepared. Will she find him in time? Or will this be the end for

them all?I have to say upfront that this series keeps going strong! From the beginning of this book to

the end, it was a great roller coaster ride of fun, action, and intensity. I love the characters, the plot

is always fast-paced, and the writing is superb. I have said before, and I will say it again, I think the

author is going places. I must mention two things that were a little off-putting. First, when they were

on their adventure to find Iannis, the solution came to them very fast after a long search (I don't

want to say too much and spoil it). It was just a little too abrupt. Second, I am getting really tired of

Iannis' stubbornness about his feelings for Sunaya! However, neither of those things detracts from

the greatness of this book. I believe everyone should try this series who likes this genre. They really,

really are worth your time and money! Highly recommend!Thanks to the author for the free e-book in

exchange for an honest review. This exact review will be posted on both  and Goodreads.

Jasmine Walt continues to weave a wonderfully simmering seduction with a fast paced plot in

Hunted by Magic. If you havenâ€™t read her first two books in this series, do yourself a favor, and

start with the first one, Burned by Magic. The stories build on each other, so reading each book in

order helps to make sense of the charactersâ€™ motivations and roles.Waltâ€™s world building of

mages, shifters, and humans is simultaneously dark, seductive, reverent, and sometimes funny.

The stories are written from the point of view of the heroine, who is likeable and believable with her

kick-ass personality, flaws, and sense of loyalty to her friends. The hero is a dangerous, seductive,

and intelligent alpha male, without the caveman-esque features of some in this type of genre. This

makes him deliciously enticing in my opinion. You wonâ€™t find insta-lust/love in these characters.

Their relationship builds along with all the secondary characters.The authorâ€™s fight scenes are

well done, and are a testimony to Waltâ€™s martial arts training â€“ bringing an authenticity to the

action. While she certainly doesnâ€™t pull any punches, she isnâ€™t gratuitously graphic with the

violence either. Whatever violence employed is important to the plot. Also, just when I thought I had

the storyline all figured out, Walt surprised me with some great plot twists.Thankfully, there is no

cliffhanger in this novel, but Walt has clearly set the stage for the next book in the series. I know

Iâ€™m hooked, and eagerly await more stories from her. If you love the authors Jeaniene Frost,

Ilona Andrews, Chloe Neill, Patricia Briggs, Lesa Shearin, and Darynda Jones, you owe it to

yourself to add Jasmine Walt to your reading list.

I received Hunted by Magic as a review copy from the author. The gifting did not determine the



review/rating, which reflects my honest opinion. This is probably my favorite installment of the Baine

Chronicles series so far. The pace was fast, and we got a few answers -- not surprising, there are

still more questions waiting to be settled as the storyline progresses. I will admit the relationship

between Iannis and Naya is frustrating as it never seems to progress, but I have hopes that portion

of the plotting will see some forward momentum soon. A wonderful series!

Best book in the series so far! Jasmine Walt has delivered again. I am really enjoying this series.

There is mystery and conspiracies. There is a small amount of romance, just enough for me. A few

bombshells further the overall plot of the series. I love when a book solves a stand alone issue but

also shows progress towards a series story arc as well. I enjoyed getting new information about the

character's past. As the books in this series go along the character development has drawn me in. I

am getting attached to Sunaya, Ianis, and Fenris especially. Thanks Jasmine!

The story is pretty fascinating, obviously it has kept my attention through 3 books; and I plan to read

the 4th when it comes out. However, the writing is not great. Some passages read as childish. The

story was apparently not fully fleshed out before writing was done because it seemed as though

aspects of this world were added on to make a certain characters reaction make sense. It's like

whoever proofed it said, "This reaction doesn't make sense," so she would go back and add a

paragraph after it saying in this world people are uptight. Or by the way, in this world, shifters are

emotional. But the world of Sunaya Bain is very original (at least to my limited experience) and kept

me wanting to know what would happen. For that, it was worth the few dollars for the books to me.
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